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New Opportunity to Defer (And Possibly Eliminate)
Capital Gains Tax
One of the most interesting wrinkles of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was the creation of
Opportunity Zones.
According to the IRS, Opportunity Zones are particular distressed communities
throughout the country in need of economic revitalization. Under a nomination process
completed in June 2018, 8,761 communities in all 50 states, the District of Columbia,
and five U.S. territories were designated as qualified Opportunity Zones. Investing in an
Opportunity Zone can provide substantial tax benefits to an investor, namely deferral on
capital gains tax.
Investors may defer tax on almost any capital gain up to Dec. 31, 2026 by making an
appropriate investment in a zone, making an election after December 21, 2017, and
meeting other requirements.
Generally, to qualify for deferral, the amount of a capital gain to be deferred must be
invested within 180 days of the gain being realized into a Qualified Opportunity Fund
(QOF). The QOF must be an entity treated as a partnership or corporation for Federal
tax purposes and organized in any of the 50 states, D.C. or five U.S. territories for the
purpose of investing in qualified opportunity zone property.
The QOF must hold at least 90 percent of its assets in qualified Opportunity Zone
property. Investors who hold their QOF investment for at least 10 years may qualify to
increase their basis to the fair market value of the investment on the date it is sold,
which would effectively eliminate any capital gains tax on the appreciation. Plus,
anyone who holds the QOF investment for 7 years will exclude 15% of the original gain
from being taxed. Holding the QOF for 5 years yields a 10% exclusion.
Member of The MDTAXES Network ~ www.mdtaxes.com
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IRS Audit Rate Decreases in 2018
Continuing a downward trend from the prior year, the IRS audited 7% fewer tax returns in 2018 than
they audited in 2017. Of the 150 million personal tax returns filed for the 2017 tax year, only 892,000
were audited – a meager 0.59% of all personal tax returns being filed. That rate is the lowest since
2002.
The percentage of tax returns subject to a live field audit was even more meager – with only 169,000
audits resulting in a live meeting between an IRS agent and a taxpayer or the taxpayer’s
representative. The remainder of the audits were via computer generated letters sent to taxpayers by
the IRS based on discrepancies uncovered by the IRS’ matching program where data filed by
employers and financial institutions are compared with income reported on everyone’s tax returns.
Why the continued decrease in IRS audits? The primary reason is due specifically to their budget. In
2010, the IRS’ operating costs slightly exceeded $14 billion. Since that time, the IRS has seen their
budget slashed by 17%. A smaller budget has resulted in a smaller IRS work force available to conduct
IRS audits. In fact, there are now 15% fewer IRS employees than there were in 2013.
Even with a shrinking workforce, the IRS was able to assess an additional $9.1 billions dollars of
federal income taxes for 2017, or approximately $10,000 per audit. The 2017 personal tax returns
most scrutinized by the IRS in 2018 were as follows:
•
•
•

2.2% of tax returns that included a Schedule C (sole proprietor) reporting gross receipts in
excess of $100,000.
3.2% of tax returns reporting total income in excess of $1,000,000.
3.4% of International tax returns that were filed.

The lowest audit rate in 2018 were audits of S-corporation and partnership tax returns. Business
owners filed nearly 9 million tax returns for 2017 in this category. The audit rate for these tax filings
was only 0.2%.
However, this low rate for these business tax returns is expected to change in the near future. The
IRS plans to increase audits of shareholder basis that are recorded as part of these tax returns. The
IRS’ concern is a lack of taxpayer compliance regarding shareholder distributions and shareholder
pass through losses which may be limited if they are in excess of basis. Both of these items result in
an under-reporting of personal income by taxpayers.
Will the downward trend in audits continue? Unless, the IRS’ budget is increased in the next few years,
taxpayers can breathe a sigh of relief as there shouldn’t be much of an uptick in the audit rates of tax
returns in the near future.

Why Did You Get Audited?
The IRS uses random selection as one
method to choose which tax returns to audit.
They may also flag tax returns because:
1 You’re in a higher income tax bracket
2 You have math errors on your tax return
3 You report no income or not all of your income
4 Your tax return involves issues with other
taxpayers whose returns are being audited
5 You reported too many losses
6 You deducted too many work expenses
7 You claimed too many charitable contributions
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What To Do If You’re Audited
> Ask for help from your accountant
> Send your notice to us as soon as possible
> Discuss with your accountant what is
being questioned
> Gather any forms or source documents
that relate to the item(s) being requested
> Respond in a timely manner
> Check IRS.gov to review its
Audit Techniques Guides (ATGs)

Know Your Rights:
According to the IRS, the taxpayer has a right to:
> Professional and courteous treatment by IRS employees
> Privacy and confidentiality about tax matters
> Know why the IRS is asking for information, how the IRS will use it and
what will happen if the requested information is not provided
> Representation, by oneself or an authorized representative
> Appeal disagreements, both within the IRS and before the courts.

How Far Back Can the IRS Audit?
The IRS can include returns filed within the last three years in an audit.
However, if they determine fraud or a substantial error, they can go back additional years.

The Bright Side of An Audit:

If you’re audited, you may end up with a REFUND.
In FY2018, approximately 30,000 audits resulted in
additional refunds, totaling $3 billion.
Sources: IRS.gov, Kiplinger.com, Forbes.com, Nerdwallet.com, Debt.org

There are two types of audits:
Field audit: An in-person interview and review of
records. It o�en happens at the taxpayer’s home,
business or accountant’s oﬃce.
Correspondence audit: A wri�en request for more info
about a speciﬁc tax return item or issue handled via mail.

Did you know?
Approximately 2/3 of audits
are handled through the mail.
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Interesting Metrics for Personal Tax Returns - 2018 vs 2017
2018 was the first year that incorporated the majority of the tax law changes resulting from the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2017 (TCJA) enacted just prior to the end of 2017. While many taxpayers were very concerned with the
loss of certain tax deductions that had benefited them over the past tax years, the TCJA did attempt to offset such
lost deductions by lowering the tax rates for taxpayers as well as by enhancing certain tax credits.
As a result of the TCJA, we actually saw that most of our clients paid a lower federal tax on their 2018 tax returns
as compared to their 2017 tax returns. We’re pleased to share with you the following metrics highlighting how our
healthcare professional clients were impacted by the TCJA.
Lower tax rates
The TCJA lowered the bracketed income tax rates
for individual taxpayers. In comparing the average
tax per tax return (total income tax as a percentage
of adjusted gross income), we observed a decrease
in the average federal tax rate paid by our clients by
1.4%. In 2018, the average tax rate for our clients
base of mostly physicians, dentists, and
psychologists ran at 24.6% as compared to an
average rate of 26.0% in 2017.
Tax refunds
The number of our clients that received a federal tax
refund in 2018 was consistent with the number of
our clients that received a refund in 2017. 38% of
our clients received refunds each year.
Federal income taxes owed
Similarly, the number of our clients owing additional
federal income taxes when their tax returns were
completed was consistent for 2018 and 2017.
However, we noted an increase in the average
amount of taxes due with those clients that owed
money to the IRS. For these clients, their federal
balance due on average increased by almost
one-third: from $6,700 per tax return in 2017 to
$8,600 in 2018.
State and local tax (SALT) limitation
One of the major concerns of most taxpayers was
the limitation on the SALT deduction, now being
capped at $10,000. As a result of this change, the
average SALT deduction for our clients nose-dived
by $22,423 to $8,181 from the 2017 amount of
$30,604.
Standard deduction
The new tax law increased the standard deduction
to $24k for married couples and $12k for single
individuals. With the new limitation on certain
itemized tax deductions as noted above coupled
with the increased standard deduction amounts,
36% of our clients claimed the standard deduction
on their tax return in 2018 whereas only 10% of
prepared tax returns in our office claimed the
standard deduction on their 2017 tax return.

Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT)
One huge sigh of relief for many healthcare
professionals resulting from the TCJA was the virtual
disappearance of the AMT for nearly all our clients. The
AMT was assessed on 47.5% of the tax returns prepared
in our office in 2017. That amount dropped to less than
1% in 2018,with only 7 tax returns in our office paying
any amount of AMT in 2018.
Child Tax Credit
Changes to the Child Tax Credit rules is another tax
break that was greatly expanded by the TCJA. The
dollar amount of the tax credit increased in amount from
2017 to 2018. Additionally, the income limitation where
taxpayers no longer qualified for the tax credit
significantly increased as well. As a result, the number of
our clients that claimed the credit increased by 742. This
tax credit was claimed on 818 of our clients’ tax returns
in 2018 compared to only 76 of our clients’ tax returns in
2017. The average Child Tax Credit reported per tax
return claiming this tax credit increased from $1,114 in
2017 to $3,093 in 2018, a jump of $1,979 per tax return
qualifying for this enhanced tax credit.
Qualified Plug-in Electric Drive Motor Vehicle Credit
One final item we noted (and not a result of the TCJA)
was an increase in our clients that purchased
automobiles qualifying for the Qualified Plug-in Electric
Drive Motor Vehicle Credit. The number of tax returns for
our clients reporting this tax credit on a From 8936
increased by 30 from 2017 to 2018. In 2018 the tax
credit was reported on 46 tax returns compared to being
reported on only 16 tax returns in 2017. It seems that the
Tesla is the auto of choice regarding this tax credit. In
2017 five tax returns in our office claimed the purchase of
a new Tesla. In 2018 the number of tax returns reporting
a new Tesla purchase increased to 31. With the new
Tesla Model 3 being priced at the more affordable MSRP
of $35,000 and becoming available only later in the 2017
tax year, our clients’ tax returns reported a total of 18
Model 3 purchases in 2018. A second reason for the
spike in Tesla purchases being reported on tax returns is
the knowledge by taxpayers that the tax credit was
becoming limited to only $3,750 for a Tesla purchased
beginning January 2019. Prior to 2019, taxpayers
qualified for a $7,500 tax credit for Tesla purchases.

